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Low-order dynamical model for low-Prandtl number fluid flow in a laterally
heated cavity
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By applying proper orthogonal decomposition~method of snapshots! to low Prandtl number fluid
flow in a laterally heated cavity of dimensions 43231 in length3width3height, characteristic
basic modes have been extracted. Using Galerkin projection of the governing equations on these
basic modes, a low-dimensional dynamical model~set of ordinary differential equations! was
constructed. Some results obtained from the low-order model are presented and compared with
those calculated by direct numerical simulation~DNS!. The factors influencing the reliability of the
low-order model such as the length of the reference signal, the snapshot density, the number of
modes chosen for Galerkin projection, the characteristic velocity, and the chosen expansions for
velocity and temperature are discussed. It is found that the low-order model can exactly reproduce
the results obtained by DNS at the design conditions~i.e., for the Grashof and Prandtl numbers at
which the basic modes have been obtained!. The model can also fairly well approach the DNS
results in a domain around these conditions. Nevertheless, it seems that such models have to be used
with care and that, in any case, they can qualitatively predict the DNS results only in a not very large
range around the design conditions. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial work of Lumley,1 proper orthogonal de
composition~POD! has been widely applied to analysis
flows ~see, for example, in Ref. 2!. Especially after Sirovich3

proposed a so-called method of snapshots, the use of P
for the construction of low-order models@systems of ordi-
nary differential equations~ODEs!# for complicated flows
becomes feasible. As it is well known, in order to understa
the behavior of complicated flows, direct numerical simu
tion ~DNS! of the partial differential equations~PDEs! gov-
erning the flow is commonly used. Three-dimensional~3D!
DNS usually consumes much time and computation fees
contrast, solution of ODEs is far less consuming. In additi
by solving ODEs, it is easy to reveal the global behavior
the system~i.e., to establish bifurcation diagrams! with re-
spect to control parameters such as Reynolds, Grasho
Prandtl numbers. Therefore, many efforts have been mad
order to construct reliable low-order models. However, m
of the studies concern either forced flows~apart from studies
about the transition to turbulence, see Refs. 4–8! or thermal
effects,9 i.e., problems without coupling of temperature a
velocity. Besides, these studies were mostly applied to t
dimensional problems. For thermal convection problems,
though Sirovich3,10 described an approach for the constru

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
henry@mecaflu.ec-lyon.fr
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tion of the ODE systems which treats velocity an
temperature together regardless of their different propert
reports based on low-order model analysis are still few. R
cently, Gunes and co-workers11–13 presented some result
concerning the application of POD to two-dimensional~2D!
heated situations and obtained by treating separately velo
and temperature; however, they did not analyze the adv
tages of this treatment and the reliability of the construc
ODE system. Podvin and Le Que´ré14 applied POD to obtain
low-order models for the flow in a differentially heated ca
ity ~tall 2D cavity!. They wanted to determine how well ver
low dimensional models can reproduce the flow obtained
DNS. They used an approach which treats velocity and te
perature together, but with a rescaling factor as was s
gested by Lumley and Poje.15 The purpose of this paper is t
discuss how to construct a reliable low-order model for
thermal convection problems by applying POD and t
method of snapshots.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SIMULATION
METHOD

Thermal convection in low-Prandtl number fluids in
laterally heated rigid cavity~Fig. 1! was chosen as the pur
pose of this paper since this subject is of interest for ma
material processing situations~problem of the transition to
unsteadiness! and has been widely studied only in two
dimensional cases.16,17 Few three-dimensional results hav
il:
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2153Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 8, August 2003 Low-order dynamical model for low-Pr fluid flow
been obtained~see in Henry and Buffat18 and Ref. 19!
whereas some experimental results are available~see in
Roux16 and Refs. 19 and 20!.

The cavity considered in this study is parallelepipe
with dimensionsl ~length!, w ~width! and h ~height!. The
main planes in the cavity are shown in Fig. 1, thePL plane
~vertical longitudinal middle plane!, the PW plane ~vertical
transverse middle plane!, and the PH plane ~horizontal
middle plane!. The right hand sidewall of the cavity is kept
a constant temperatureT̂h and the left hand sidewall at
constant lower temperatureT̂c , which gives a temperatur
differenceDT5T̂h2T̂c . The other four walls are adiabatic
No-slip boundary conditions are imposed at all boundar
The fluid is assumed to be an incompressible Newton
fluid satisfying the Boussinesq approximation. The flow
considered as laminar and the viscous dissipation is ne
gible. The partial differential equations~PDEs! governing the
fluid flow can then be expressed in nondimensional form

¹•V50, ~1!

]V

]t
1Gr0.5V•¹V52¹P1¹2V1Gr0.5Tez , ~2!

]T

]t
1Gr0.5V•¹T5Pr21¹2T, ~3!

whereV is the fluid velocity vector,T is the temperature,P is
the pressure,t is the time andeZ is the unit vector along
Z-direction. The nondimensional parameters involved are
fined, respectively, as Grashof number Gr
5gbDTh3/n2Ax , Prandtl numberPr5n/a, and aspect ra-
tios Ax5 l /h andAy5w/h, whereg is the acceleration due t
gravity, b is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid,n
is the kinematic viscosity, anda is the thermal diffusivity.
The characteristic scales used for nondimensionalization
h, Gr0.5n/h, rGr0.5n2/h2 andh2/n for length, velocity, pres-
sure and time, respectively, and the dimensionless temp
ture is defined asT5(T̂2T̂c)/(DT/Ax). The boundary con-
ditions are:

U5V5W50 on all the boundaries~rigid walls!,
T50 at X50 ~cold vertical wall!,
T5Ax at X5Ax ~hot vertical wall!,
]T/]n50 ~adiabatic condition! on the horizontal and verti
cal longitudinal walls, wheren indicates the normal direction
of walls.

The situation studied in this paper corresponds to a c
ity with dimensions 43231 (Ax3Ay31). The construc-

FIG. 1. Laterally heated cavity with dimensions 43231, respectively, in
length~alongX!, width ~alongY!, and height~alongZ!. PL , PW , andPH :
The three principal planes.C: The center point.A ~1,1,0.25!: The monitoring
point for time variation of velocity and temperature.
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tion of a low-dimensional dynamical model will be don
through the projection of the governing equations on char
teristic modes obtained by POD. To get these POD mod
three-dimensional direct numerical simulations are requir
They will be performed by using a code already develop
for crystal growth applications21 and based on the finite dif
ference method. The convective terms were discretized b
modified Kawamura scheme of third-order accuracy22 and
the diffusive terms were discretized by the conventional c
ter difference of second-order accuracy. The time deriva
term was explicitly approximated by a first-order forwa
difference. The velocity and pressure expressed on a s
gered grid were modified simultaneously by the highly si
plified marker-and-cell algorithm.23 Tests of precision were
realized on different grids, 70328322, 80334326, 90
340330, and 100346334 for typical values of the param
eters,Gr545 000 andPr50.015. Except for the case wit
the coarse grid, 70328322, the results obtained on the grid
80334326, 90340330, and 100346334 were oscillatory
and similar. The maximum velocities obtained on the gr
80334326 and 90340330 are only 1.21% and 0.87%, re
spectively, larger than that obtained on the finest grid 1
346334. Therefore, the grid 90340330 was chosen to
simulate the oscillatory flow in the cavity under the cons
eration of both the accuracy and the computational time.
last, the nondimensional time step was set toDt55
31027, a value which was verified to meet both numeric
stability condition and Courant condition.

III. PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION „POD…

POD is a rigorous procedure for extracting a basis
characteristic modes from sampled time evolution sign
These modes are the eigenfunctions of an integral oper
based on the spatial correlation function. They are shown
form an orthogonal basis for the function space in which
process resides, and to represent this process in the
efficient way.9,10 Directly applying this procedure to a 3D
discretized problem involves extremely considerable co
puting task because the spatial correlation matrix~the eigen-
values of which we want to obtain! is usually very large. For
the case under consideration in our study, the matrix wo
have a dimension of 90340330 which corresponds to th
number of grid points. A more accessible approach which
referred to as the method of snapshots was proposed
Sirovich.3 This method which invokes the ergodic hypothe
allows to reduce the computation task to a much more tr
table eigenproblem with a sizeN equal to the number o
snapshots of the flow field which have been obtained
direct numerical simulation~usually of the order of some
hundreds!. The method of snapshots which is applied to o
problem is presented in a practical way in the following.

The state variablesV(x,t) andT(x,t) obtained through
the N snapshots are decomposed into time-averaged p
V̄(x) and T̄(x), and time-varying parts,v8(x,t) and
T8(x,t), i.e.,

V~x,t!5V̄~x!1v8~x,t!, ~4!

T~x,t!5T̄~x!1T8~x,t!. ~5!
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2154 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 8, August 2003 Jing et al.
The two time correlation matricesCm,n
V and Cm,n

T are
then constructed from the velocity and temperature samp
respectively, as

Cm,n
V 5

1

N
~v8~x,tm!,v8~x,tn!!, m,n51,2,...,N, ~6!

Cm,n
T 5

1

N
~T8~x,tm!,T8~x,tn!!, m,n51,2,...,N, ~7!

where the outer parentheses~.,.! represent the inner produc
defined as

~a,b!5E
D

a~x!•b~x!dx, ~8!

wherea andb are two vectors for Eq.~6! and two scalars for
Eq. ~7! andD is the flow domain.

The eigenvaluesl i
V andl i

T associated to these matrice
and their corresponding eigenvectorsAi

m and Bi
m , m51,N,

can be calculated, which gives

Cm,n
V Ai

n5l i
VAi

m ~9!

and

Cm,n
T Bi

n5l i
TBi

m . ~10!

Finally, the characteristic modes~also called empirical
eigenfunctions! Fi(x) and Q i(x) ~here normalized! are ob-
tained as linear combinations of the time-varying parts

Fi~x!5 (
m51

N

Ai8
mv8~x,tm! ~11!

and

Q i~x!5 (
m51

N

Bi8
mT8~x,tm!, ~12!

with

Ai8
m5Ai

mYAl i
VN (

m51

N

~Ai
m!2

and

Bi8
m5Bi

mYAl i
TN (

m51

N

~Bi
m!2.

The method chosen here is based on the separate
ment of velocity and temperature with the construction o
two time correlation matrix for each field, as is also done
Refs. 11–13. Another possibility suggested in oth
papers3,10,14,15 would have been to treat velocity and tem
perature together and define a single two time correla
matrix which could be expressed as

Cm,n5Cm,n
V 1aCm,n

T , ~13!

wherea is a rescaling factor, sometimes taken as 1.3,10

We will discuss the advantages of the procedure use
this paper in Sec. VI E.

The eigenvalues and empirical eigenfunctions have
teresting properties.

~i! The eigenvalues are real, non-negative and can be
dered. Each eigenvaluel i

V ~or l i
T) represents the rela
Downloaded 14 Dec 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tive contribution of the corresponding modesFi(x)
~or Qi(x)) to the total fluctuation kinetic energy~or
thermal energy!.

~ii ! The eigenfunctions are orthogonal and have been n
malized, so that they verify (Fi ,Fj )5d i , j and
(Q i ,Q j )5d i , j . The velocity eigenfunctions are
divergence-free (¹•Fi50) since they are constructe
as linear combinations of the incompressible flo
snapshotsv8. At last, from Eqs.~4! and~11!, and Eqs.
~5! and ~12!, it is easy to understand that the eige
functions automatically satisfy the homogeneo
boundary conditions associated to the perturbati
for the problem under consideration.

In addition, the eigenfunctions found by POD are sho
to be optimal for modeling or reconstructing a signal co
pared to all other decompositions.5 The time-varying parts
v8(x,t) andT8(x,t) can then be expressed in terms of the
normalized eigenfunctions as

v8~x,t!5(
i 51

MV

ai~t!Fi~x!, ~14!

T8~x,t!5(
i 51

MT

bi~t!Q i~x!, ~15!

whereai(t) and bi(t) are coefficients depending on time
andMV andMT are the numbers of the first most importa
modes retained in the expansion for velocity and tempe
ture, respectively. WhenMV5MT5N, the original sampled
signal can be reproduced exactly, with

ai~t!5ai
m5Nl i

VAi8
m and bi~t!5bi

m5Nl i
TBi8

m . ~16!

Usually MV andMT are much smaller than the numb
of snapshots,N. They are chosen so that the set of eigenfu
tions captures most of the fluctuation energy. For example
Sirovich,3 the choice is made by takingj.99%, wherej
[( i 51

MV l i
V/( i 51

N l i
V or ( i 51

MT l i
T/( i 51

N l i
T , meaning that the

first MV (MT) modes capture more than 99% of the fluctu
tion kinetic energy~thermal energy!. The use of these mode
to construct a low dimensional model is presented in the n
section.

IV. CONSTRUCTION OF LOW-ORDER MODELS

The Galerkin projection of Eq.~2! onto the firstMV

basisfunctionsFi , and of Eq.~3! onto the firstMT basis-
functionsQ i can be written as

S Fi ,
]V

]t
1Gr0.5~V•¹V2TeZ!1¹P2¹2VD50,

i 51,MV , ~17!

S Q i ,
]T

]t
1Gr0.5V•¹T2Pr21¹2TD50, i 51,MT . ~18!

By substituting Eqs.~4!, ~5!, ~14!, and ~15! into
the above equations, and using the relation (Fi ,¹P)
5*GP(n•Fi)dG2*VP(¹•Fi)dV50 and the orthonormal-
ity of F i andQ i , we obtain the following low dimensiona
dynamical system~nonlinear ODEs! concerning the expan
sion coefficientsai andbl
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2155Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 8, August 2003 Low-order dynamical model for low-Pr fluid flow
dai

dt
52Gr0.5~Ai , j ,kajak1Bi , jaj2Ci ,mbm1Di !

1Ei , jaj1Fi , ~19!

dbl

dt
52Gr0.5~Gl , j ,majbm1Hl ,mbm1I l , jaj1Jl !

1Pr21~Kl ,mbm1Ll !, ~20!

wherei , j ,k51,MV andl ,m51,MT . The capital letters from
A to L are coefficients related to inner products concern
the eigenfunctions and the mean velocity or tempera
fields. They are listed in the Appendix. Identical indexes
products indicate summations. In computing these coe
cients, the convective terms such asF•¹F were approxi-
mated by the third-order Kawamura scheme22 and the diffu-
sive terms such as¹2F by the conventional second-orde
differentiation, as was done in the DNS code. The integra
was approximated by multiplying each nodal estimation
the control volume of the cell. For example, the coefficie
Ei , j can be expressed as Ei , j5(Fi ,¹2Fj )
5(m,n51

3 Fi
m(]/]xn)(]Fj

m/]xn)DV, where DV
5dx1dx2dx3 is the control volume, (F1,F2,F3)
5(Fu,Fv,Fw) are the components ofF and (x1 ,x2 ,x3)
5(x,y,z) are the coordinates. The free divergence of
flow and the boundary conditions are automatically verifi
from the properties of the eigenfunctions. This set of non
ear ODEs has orderMV1MT , usually of some dozens. It i

FIG. 2. Time evolution ofX-velocity at monitoring pointA, UA , for Gr
540 000, ~a!; Gr543 500, ~b! and ~f!; Gr550 000, ~c! and ~e!, and Gr
5105, ~d!, in the case ofPr50.015. The DNS initial values used for~a!–
~d! are U5V5W5P50 andT5X; for ~e! (Gr550 000) it is the DNS
result at~d! (Gr5105) and for~f! (Gr543 500) it is the DNS result at~e!
(Gr550 000).
Downloaded 14 Dec 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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integrated numerically using either a classical solver or
softwareAUTO24 which allows a better analysis of the dy
namical behavior with the calculation of bifurcation di
grams.

V. RESULTS

A. DNS results

Some 3D DNS have been performed to study therm
convection in low-Pr number fluids in a confined cavity~di-
mensions of 43231) by using the numerical method pre
sented in Sec. II. We present here some of the results rel
to the purpose of this paper, forPr50.015.

Figure 2 shows the time evolutions of theX-velocity at
the monitoring pointA ~see its position in Fig. 1!, UA , for
several representative Grashof numbers and Fig. 3 show
corresponding velocity vectors inPH plane. WhenGr
,Grc1543 250~with maximum error of60.3%!, the flow

FIG. 3. DNS velocity vectors inPH plane corresponding to the snapsho
marked by~"! in Fig. 2, for Gr540 000,~a!; Gr543 500,~b! and ~f!; Gr
550 000,~c! and ~e!, andGr5105, ~d!, in the case ofPr50.015.

FIG. 4. Time evolution ofX-velocity at monitoring pointA, UA , for the
signal sample used for proper orthogonal decomposition and constructio
low-order model. Snapshots, indicated by~3!, are evenly spaced by a tim
interval equal to 2000Dt. The sample is collected during the transition fro
a state withSL and SA symmetries to a state with onlySC symmetry, ob-
tained by adding a quite large random perturbation to the flow withSL and
SA symmetries.
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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is steady if the DNS is started from motionless state or fr
flows obtained at smallerGr @see Fig. 2~a! for Gr
540 000]. This steady flow is symmetric with respect to t
plane PL (SL symmetry!, and to the horizontal axis at th
intersection of the planesPW and PH (SA symmetry! @see
Fig. 3~a! showing the velocity vectors in planePH for Gr
540 000]. Combination of these two symmetries gives a
a symmetrySC with respect to the central pointC of the
cavity. These symmetries are identical to those obtained
Henry and Buffat.18 At Gr5Grc1 , the steady flow is found
to become unstable and to transit to oscillation. With
increase ofGr, the flow first evolves regularly, still corre
sponding to periodic state with theSL and SA symmetries
@see Figs. 2~b! and 2~c! for the time evolution ofUA and
Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! for the velocity vectors in planePH for
Gr543 500 andGr550 000, respectively#, and then be-
comes more chaotic, corresponding to a state with only
SC symmetry@see Fig. 2~d! for the time evolution ofUA and
Fig. 3~d! for the velocity vector in planePH for Gr5105].
An interesting point is that ifGr is decreased, starting th
DNS with the flow and temperature fields withSC symmetry
obtained at, for example,Gr5105, the oscillatory flow with
SC symmetry is found down toGr5GrLP539 000 @see
Figs. 2~e! and 2~f! for the time evolution ofUA and Figs.
3~e! and 3~f! for the velocity vectors in planePH for Gr
550 000 andGr543 500, respectively#. This indicates a
hysteresis in the range ofGr.GrLP , the flow for Gr
,GrLP being steady independently of the initial conditio
~such hysteresis phenomenon in low-Pr number fluid has

FIG. 5. Snapshots of the velocity vectors of the signal sample inPL andPH

planes,~a! and ~b!, and isotherms inPL and PH planes,~c! and ~d!. The
corresponding instant is indicated by~"! in Fig. 4.
Downloaded 14 Dec 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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already been observed experimentally20 and
theoretically!.25,26 This also indicates that the periodic sta
with SL and SA symmetries corresponds to a branch sup
critically initiated atGrc1 and the periodic state with onlySC

symmetry to a branch subcritically initiated at someGr
slightly higher thanGrc1 .

Obtaining more details on the bifurcation diagram
such 3D configuration is a difficult task which is even b
yond our present possibilities. For example, for the subc
cal branch withSc symmetry, it would need the direct calcu
lation of Hopf bifurcation points for the determination of th
critical Grashof at which the branch is initiated, and also
calculation of unstable periodic states to follow this subcr
cal branch. On the other hand, such calculations are pos
for low-dimensional systems of ODE, and it is why the pu
pose of the present work is to investigate the ability of t
low-order model constructed by the POD method to rep
sent the real flow behavior. The comparisons between D
results and low-order model will not be exhaustive beca
of the present limitations of DNS for large systems, but th
will be done on important aspects of the real flow, i.e., pr
cipally, the critical Grashof number for transition to period
flow, the frequencies, the symmetries, the hysteresis phen
enon.

B. Sample for POD

To perform POD, a signal sample is needed. We deci
to collect a sample from the DNS results for the case
Gr550 000 andPr50.015. This case is called the referen

FIG. 6. Velocity vectors inPL andPH planes,~a! and~b!, and isotherms in
PL andPH planes,~c! and ~d!, for the mean flow of the signal sample.
ion to
TABLE I. Normalized eigenvalues of some of the most energetic modes and their cumulative contribut
the fluctuation energy at the design conditionsGr0550 000 andPr050.015 (M5204).

Index of
the mode

l i
V l i

T

Eigenvalue
Cumulative energy
contribution~%! Eigenvalue

Cumulative energy
contribution~%!

1 0.5735 57.351 0.6362 63.623
2 0.3652 93.874 0.2043 84.056
3 1.74431022 95.618 0.1453 98.584
4 1.61531022 97.233 8.29431023 99.413

10 4.59331024 99.888 3.36131025 99.993
15 4.47531025 99.982 5.94231026 99.999
20 1.14931025 99.996 4.42631027 .99.999
30 3.76131026 99.998 1.95331027 .99.999
 license or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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or design case and will be indicated by a superscript 0
Gr0. For this case, from DNS, we have shown that th
exist two different periodically oscillatory flows, one withSL

and SA symmetries and the other with onlySC symmetry.
Preparatory studies have shown that if we collect a sam
only from the flow with SL and SA symmetries, the con
structed ODEs can only predict the flow withSL and SA

symmetries, i.e., cannot predict the flow withSC symmetry;
similarly, ODEs constructed with a sample only collect
from the flow withSC symmetry will miss the flow withSL

and SA symmetries. A sample combining the flow withSL

andSA symmetries and the flow withSC symmetry also did
not produce a reasonable prediction. DNS has already i
cated that the stable periodic flow withSC symmetry@Figs.
2~e! and 3~e!# can also be obtained by adding a quite lar
perturbation to the stable periodic flow withSL andSA sym-
metries@Figs. 2~c! and 3~c!#. The sample used for POD i
this paper was then collected during the transition from
periodic oscillation withSL and SA symmetries to the peri
odic oscillation withSC symmetry by adding a perturbatio
w85w03(122r ) to w0 , wherew stands forU,V,W,P,T,r
is a random value between 0 and 1, and subscript 0 indic
a snapshot of the stable periodic flow withSL andSA sym-
metries. The time evolution ofUA for the sample is shown in
Fig. 4, indicating that the sample obtained is quasi-perio
The sample covers about eight quasi-periods and consis
N5204 snapshots indicated by~3!. The corresponding time
interval between two successive snapshots is 2000Dt.

The flow and temperature fields for the snapshot co
sponding to the dot~"! in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. Only the
SC symmetry is well verified. The flow and temperatu
fields for the mean flow of the sample are shown in Fig.
For the mean flow,SL and SA symmetries are well verified
together withSC symmetry.

C. Eigenfunctions obtained by POD

The spatial eigenfunctions~or modes! have been deter
mined by applying the method of snapshots to the ab
sample.

Some of the largest normalized eigenvalues of matri
~6! and~7! derived from the sample are listed in Table I. T
first mode~for velocity as well as for temperature! captures
about 60% of the fluctuation energy, whereas the first f
modes are enough to capture the main part of the fluctua
energy~more than 97%!. These first four modes of velocit
and temperature obtained by POD are shown in Fig. 7
views in PL and PH planes. The first two velocity mode
clearly haveSL andSA symmetries together withSC symme-
try, whereas the third and fourth modes only haveSC sym-
metry. Concerning temperature, in addition to theSC sym-
metry, the first and third modes are almost symmetric w
regard toSL and SA whereas the second and fourth mod
are rather antisymmetric.

According to the POD theory, the basis functions o
tained at the design conditions form an orthogonal and c
plete set and are expected to be relevant for cases other
the design case. This implies that the basis functions ass
ated to these new cases might be connected to those obt
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at the design case. To check this in our case, the first
most energetic velocity basis functions obtained by PO
from the DNS data withSL symmetry atGr543 500 are
shown in Fig. 8. The comparison between the basis functi
given in Figs. 7 and 8 is rather good, and it can then
expected that the basis functions obtained at the design
ditions will be relevant to represent the periodic states w
SL symmetry atGr values different fromGr0.

The temporal expansion coefficients obtained by dir
projection of the sample data on the computed eigenfu

FIG. 7. Velocity vectors inPL and PH planes for the first four velocity
modes,~a!–~h!, and isotherms inPL and PH planes for the first four tem-
perature modes,~i!–~p!.
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tions ~denoted reference coefficients or reference result
the following! have been calculated@Eq. ~16!#. The first four
coefficients for velocity and temperature are given in Fig
as a function of time. The similarities observed in these ti
evolutions correspond to the similarities observed in
symmetries of the modes. Indeed, the first two veloc
modes evolve with the same basic frequency, whereas
third and fourth modes have a frequency which is tw
larger. Concerning temperature, it is the first and third mo
which evolve with the basic frequency, whereas the sec
and fourth modes rather have a frequency which is tw
smaller.

FIG. 8. Velocity vectors,~a!–~h!, and contours of speeds,~i!–~p!, in PL and
PH planes for the first four velocity modes forGr543 500. These modes
were obtained from DNS data withSL symmetry. The interval between th
contours of speeds is 0.2.
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D. Low order model: Results at design conditions

We used the firstMV516 modes of velocity and the firs
MT510 modes of temperature, which capture 99.99%
fluctuation kinetic and thermal energy, to construct a lo
order model by Galerkin projection@Eqs. ~19!–~20!#. The
first calculations with this model concern time evolutions
the design parameter valuesGr0 andPr0. Starting with the
values of the reference coefficients corresponding to the
ginning of the sample, the time evolution of the expans
coefficients has been obtained. The results compare
well with what is obtained for the reference coefficients. F
example, for the first four coefficients calculated for veloc
and temperature, the evolution is indistinct from what
shown in Fig. 9. Moreover, the time evolutions of the reco
structed velocity componentUA and temperatureTA at moni-
toring pointA are plotted in Fig. 10~dashed lines! and com-
pared with the DNS reference results~solid lines!. The
evolutions on the sample length~t roughly from 0 to 0.2! are
indistinct, showing that the low-order model works very we
locally, i.e., at design conditions. We have to mention that
important requirement in the construction of the low-ord
model is to use the same spatial discretization of the differ
terms of the equations as that used in the DNS code.

E. Low-order model: Predicted results with SL and SA
symmetries

Some calculations were done to check how the lo
order model works for values ofGr different from the refer-
ence valueGr0. For Gr543 500, the low-order model give
a solution which compares well with the DNS solution wi
SL andSA symmetries. Figure 11 shows the time evolution
the predicted velocity and temperature at monitoring poinA,
together with the corresponding DNS results. The DNS

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the first four temporal expansion coefficients
velocity ~a! and temperature~b! at the design conditions.

FIG. 10. Comparison between DNS results~solid lines! and low-order
model results~dashed lines! at the design conditions, i.e.,Gr0550 000 and
Pr050.015. The comparison concerns the time evolution of theX-velocity
~a! and the temperature~b! at the monitoring pointA. For t between 0 and
0.2, the two curves are indistinct.
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havior is quite well predicted by the low-order model. T
oscillatory character is obtained and the frequencies are
dicted within 4% of error. Only the amplitudes obtained a
larger than for DNS. The predicted flow field in thePH

plane, shown in Fig. 12, is also quite similar to the DN
results @Fig. 3~b!# with the same global behavior and th
sameSL andSA symmetries.

F. Low-order model: Predicted results with only SC
symmetry

For Gr543 500, the low-order model also gives anoth
solution which compares well with the DNS solution wi
only SC symmetry. Figure 13 shows the time evolution of t
predicted velocity and temperature at monitoring pointA,
together with the corresponding DNS results. The DNS
havior is here also basically predicted by the low-ord
model: oscillatory character, accurately predicted frequ
cies. The amplitudes are still less well estimated with err
which could reach 100%. The predicted flow field in thePH

plane, given in Fig. 14, has to be compared with the co
sponding DNS result in Fig. 3~f!. Both results have the sam
SC symmetry, but look quite different in thisPH plane. The
more complex flow structure obtained by the low-ord
model can be connected to the stronger amplitudes alre
observed which indicate a more convective situation.
also can mention that the comparisons are done betw
snapshots defined to within a phase.

G. Low-order model: Bifurcation diagram

It was also interesting to see if the low-order model w
able to predict the dynamical behavior of the system.
have then determined the bifurcation diagram given by
low-order model atPr050.015. This bifurcation diagram

FIG. 11. Comparison between DNS results withSL andSA symmetries and
low-order model results with the same symmetries forGr543 500. The
comparison concerns the time evolution of theX-velocity ~a! and the tem-
perature~b! at the monitoring pointA. The low-order model is constructed a
Gr0550 000 from the sample shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 12. View of the velocity vectors in thePH plane for the flow withSL

andSA symmetries predicted by the low-order model forGr543 500. The
corresponding instant is indicated by~"! in Fig. 11~a!.
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calculated with the softwareAUTO is shown in Fig. 15 as the
L2-norm of the expansion coefficients as a function ofGr.
Two Hopf bifurcation points~HP1 and HP2! are predicted on
the steady state branch. The first Hopf bifurcation (HP1)
occurs atGrHP1540 325 which is 6.7% lower than the DN
value (Grc1543 250) and the second Hopf bifurcatio
(HP2) occurs atGrHP2541 628. The first periodic oscilla
tory branch emerging supercritically atHP1 is stable up to
Gr5GrTR and unstable forGr.GrTR , whereGrTR is the
Grashof number at which a torus bifurcation~TR! occurs.
The second periodic oscillatory branch emerging subc
cally at HP2 is first unstable, and then becomes stable
yond a limit point~LP! at Gr5GrLP540 400 which is 3.6%
higher than the DNS result (GrLP,DNS'39 000). This peri-
odic branch then becomes unstable at a period doubling
furcation ~PD! at GrPD555 270 after which a periodic os
cillatory state with a twice longer period is obtaine
~definitions of the terms used in bifurcation analysis can
found for example in Ref. 27!.

The attached velocity vectors inPH plane~Fig. 15! are
those predicted by the low-order model. The branch eme
ing supercritically atHP1 ~denoted asSL branch! corre-
sponds to oscillatory convective states withSL andSA sym-
metries whereas the branch emerging subcritically atHP2
~denoted asSC branch! corresponds to oscillatory convectiv
states where only theSC symmetry is kept. The predicte

FIG. 13. Comparison between DNS results with onlySC symmetry and
low-order model results with the same symmetry forGr543 500. The com-
parison concerns the time evolution of theX-velocity ~a! and ~b! and the
temperature~c! and ~d! at the monitoring pointA. The low-order model is
constructed atGr0550 000 from the sample shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 14. View of the velocity vectors in thePH plane for the flow with only
SC symmetry predicted by the low-order model forGr543 500. The corre-
sponding instant is indicated by~"! in Fig. 13~b!.
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frequencies for someGr values are listed in Table II togethe
with the corresponding values obtained by DNS. In all cas
the comparisons are fairly good. Finally the results obtain
by the low-order model compare rather well with the DN
results as all the important characteristics such as the cri
Grashof numbers, the frequencies, the symmetries and
hysteresis phenomenon are quite well predicted.

A last information which can be obtained from the low
order model is the path of the main bifurcation points wh
the Prandtl numberPr is changed. Using the softwareAUTO,
we have then followed the two Hopf bifurcation pointsHP1
andHP2 ~expressed through their critical Grashof numbe!
as a function ofPr. Figure 16 shows the stability diagram
which is obtained forPr varying between 0 and 0.04. It i
found thatGrHP1 decreases monotonously with the decre
of Pr whereasGrHP2 rather increases. WhenPr→0, finite
values are found forGrHP1 as well as forGrHP2 .

The stability diagram shows a crossing point for H
and HP2 branches. If we denote the value ofPr at the cross-
ing point asPrc , then the stability diagram predicts th
when Pr,Prc , with the increase ofGr, the flow in the
cavity will first transit to an oscillatory flow withSL symme-

FIG. 15. Bifurcation diagram (Gr,L2-norm ofai andbl) obtained from the
low-order model constructed atGr0550 000 (L2-norm is defined as

A( i 51
MV ai

21( l 51
MT bl

2). Solid lines indicate stable solutions and dashed lin
unstable solutions.HP1: First Hopf bifurcation;HP2: Second Hopf bifur-
cation; TR: Torus bifurcation;LP: Limit point; PD: Period doubling bifur-
cation. Insets are velocity vectors in thePH plane predicted by the low-orde
model for some particular values ofGr.

TABLE II. Comparison between frequencies obtained by DNS and by
low-order model constructed atGr0550 000 andPr050.015.

Branch Gr

Frequency

Model DNS

SL 50 000 39.6 39.6
45 000 37.5 38.7
43 500 36.3 37.7

SC 100 000 26.5 24.7
50 000 16.6 16.1
43 500 14.9 15.0
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try and then to an oscillatory flow withSC symmetry, and
whenPr.Prc , the order of the transitions is reversed. Th
interesting prediction would require further verification b
DNS calculations, but these calculations are still beyond
possibilities.

From the above discussions, we can conclude that
low-order model exactly reproduces the DNS results at
design conditions and qualitatively predicts the DNS resu
in a domain around these design conditions.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of signal length

By only changing the length of the signal which cove
two, four, six or eight quasi-periods, we constructed differe
low-order models. Except for the model obtained from tw
quasi-periods, the other three models give bifurcation a
stability diagrams similar to those shown in Figs. 15 and
Therefore, to make a reliable model from a quasi-perio
signal, this signal has to be long enough, but there is a
ficient length which is not too large. Of course, if the sign
is purely periodic, one cycle is enough.

B. Effect of time interval between two successive
snapshots

We collected different samples from the signal whi
covers about eight quasi-periods by taking snapshots at e
1000Dt, 2000Dt, 4000Dt, and 8000Dt. We then got four
samples with a snapshot number ofN5408, 204, 102, and
51, respectively. It is found that the first three models g
similar bifurcation and stability diagrams as Figs. 15 and
Deviations are only obtained forN551. Tests have also bee
done with smaller time intervals between snapshots as
Dt and 500 Dt for a signal covering about four quas
periods. Results similar to Figs. 15 and 16 are still obtain
It is then found that for the accuracy of the construct
model a sufficiently small time interval between snapshot
needed, but there is no need to strongly increase the num
of snapshots.

C. Effect of the number of modes

The effect of the number of modes on the behavior of
constructed low-order model has been tested. It is found

s

FIG. 16. Stability diagram predicted by the low-order model constructe
Gr0550 000 andPr050.015. This diagram gives the variation of the crit
cal Grashof numbers corresponding to the two Hopf bifurcationsHP1 and
HP2 as a function of the Prandtl number.

e
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the low-order model is sensitive to the number of modes.
the design conditions, for example, the low-order model w
MV54 andMT54 gives a pure periodic solution, the mod
with MV56 and MT54 gives a time evolution like tha
obtained withMV516 andMT510. But the models with
MV510 andMT58 or MV522 andMT512 give steady
solutions. This inconsistency could be first caused by so
lack of accuracy in the estimation of the high order le
energetic POD modes and of their derivatives. These mo
have stronger space and time variations and it is then m
difficult to estimate them accurately. This can prevent a go
convergence of the low-order model when increasing
number of modes. Moreover, in our case where velocity
temperature modes are disconnected, it seems that one
take care when pairing the number of velocity modesMV

and the number of temperature modesMT . This could be
due to the fact that for a given set of velocity modes,
temperature modes to which they are in some way conne
must be included. All these conjectures will have to be c
firmed in future works. As for now, the most effective way
pair MV and MT is to verify whether the prediction of th
constructed low-order model is in good agreement with
DNS results.

D. Better choice for characteristic velocity

For the problem under consideration, there are t
widely used characteristic velocities. One isVref5Gr0.5n/h
and another isVref8 5n/h. All results presented above corre
spond to the former choice. To show the advantages of
choice, a low-order model corresponding to the other cho
of characteristic velocity was constructed and tested.
sample employed was of the same length, snapshot de
and number of modes as what was used above. Note
there is no need to perform DNS again. The new sample
be obtained just by multiplying the previously used veloc
by Gr0.5. The Galerkin projection should now be applied
the following governing equations:

]V

]t
1V•¹V52¹P1¹2V1GrTeZ , ~21!

]T

]t
1V•¹T5Pr21¹2T. ~22!

It is found that the new low-order model gives identical r
sults at design conditions, but the results obtained w
changing the Grashof number are very different. The d
agreement is attributed to the lack of modification of t
velocity average value~appearing in the coefficients show
in the Appendix! when the Grashof number is changed. T
basisfunctions found at the design conditions form an
thogonal and complete set which is expected to be rele
for cases other than the design case. Concerning the m
values, they are expected to change when the Grashof n
ber is modified and the low-order model should take this i
account. According to Smuteket al.,28 the dimensional mean
values in our problem are approximately proportional
Gr0.5 ~convective situations with inertial effects!. In fact the
low-order models are based on constant mean values fo
nondimensional velocity. This indicates that ifVref
Downloaded 14 Dec 2009 to 156.18.40.227. Redistribution subject to AIP
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5Gr0.5n/h is used, the mean values of dimensional veloc
are effectively proportional toGr0.5, whereas ifVref8 5n/h is
used, these mean values are still constant. Therefore, for
problem, the choice ofVref5Gr0.5n/h as characteristic ve
locity greatly improves the validity of the low-order mod
even without correcting the mean values as was done
example in Ref. 4.

E. Advantages of independently expanding velocity
and temperature

In this study, we have chosen to define two correlatio
matrices~6! and ~7! leading to two sets of eigenfunction
~11! and~12! and then to independently expand velocity a
temperature@~14! and~15! which lead to Eqs.~19! and~20!#.
This procedure is different from what is suggested and u
by Sirovich3,10 and other researchers.14,15 They define a
single correlation matrix~13! leading to a single globa
eigenfunction and then expand the velocity and tempera
by using the same coefficientsai(t) as

v8~x,t!5(
i 51

M

ai~t!Fi~x!, ~23!

T8~x,t!5(
i 51

M

ai~t!Q i~x!. ~24!

This second approach depends in fact ona, a constant
related to the relative weighting of velocity and temperatu
but also on the characteristic values chosen to nondimens
alize velocity and temperature. Different choices ofa and of
these characteristic values give different correlation matric
which leads to different eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. T
independent construction of two correlation matrices as
done in Eqs.~6! and ~7! can avoid this indetermination.

Moreover, the use of Eqs.~23! and ~24! means that the
velocity and temperature fields have a same dynamical
havior. In fact, this is not always the case, especially in lo
Prandtl number fluid flow~melt flows in crystal growth sys-
tems! where velocity fields usually vary more rapidly tha
temperature fields. The main reason for the choice we h
done is that the approach corresponding to Eqs.~23! and~24!
results in an incorrect stability diagram~different from Fig.
16!, even though it predicts a bifurcation diagram similar
Fig. 15. In fact, this approach predicts that the critic
Grashof numbersGrHP1 and GrHP2 increase with the de-
crease of the Prandtl number and go to infinity whenPr
→0, a tendency which is not right according to previo
two-dimensional results found in the literature.29 By inde-
pendently expanding velocity and temperature@Eqs.~14! and
~15!#, a more correct tendency with finite values forPr→0
is obtained~Fig. 16!.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Proper orthogonal decomposition and Galerkin proj
tion were employed to construct a low-order model~set of
ordinary differential equations! for low Prandtl number fluid
flow in a laterally heated cavity. The reliability of the con
structed low-order model was examined by comparison w
the results of direct numerical simulation~DNS!. It is found
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that the low-order model can exactly reproduce the D
results at design conditions and fairly well approach the D
results in a domain around these conditions. Neverthel
one must be careful when using these low-order models
they are very sensitive to several factors. These factors
the length of the signal, the snapshot density, the numbe
modes chosen for Galerkin projection, the characteristic
locity, and the way the expansions for velocity and tempe
ture are done. Specifically, for thermal convection in low-
number fluid, it is found that it is better to separate tempe
ture and velocity when performing POD and then the Ga
kin projection. At last, it seems that even a well-construc
low-order model can only be used to qualitatively predict
DNS results~such as bifurcation and stability diagrams! in a
not very large range around the design conditions.

APPENDIX: COEFFICIENTS INVOLVED IN THE
LOW-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
†EQS. „19… AND „20…‡

Ai , j ,k5~Fi ,~Fj .¹!Fk!,

Bi , j5~Fi ,~V̄.¹!Fj1~Fj .¹!V̄!,

Ci ,l5~F i
w ,Q l !,

Di5~Fi ,~V̄.¹!V̄!,

Ei , j5~Fi ,¹2Fj !,

Fi5~Fi ,¹2V̄!,

Gl , j ,m5~Q l ,~Fj .¹!Qm!,

Hl ,m5~Q l ,~V̄.¹!Qm!,

I l , j5~Q l ,~Fj .¹!T̄!,

Jl5~Q l ,~V̄.¹!T̄!,

Kl ,m5~Q l ,¹2Qm!,

Ll5~Q l ,¹2T̄!.
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